The Navy Department is deeply appreciative of the splendid effort made by the United States Navy, and the United States Marine Corps, in the training of naval personnel. The success of the training is evidence of the hard work of all concerned, and the pride of the country that it has produced. The program has been so well received by the public that we are planning to extend it to other areas.

Agriculture was required by the demands of the war to be the major activity in the United States. The farm was the focal point of the nation's economy, and the agricultural sector played a crucial role in supporting the military effort.

In this time of national crisis, the college community has responded with a new sense of purpose and dedication. The college has become a place of learning and growth, where students are encouraged to think critically and to develop their own ideas.

On Friday, February 7, 1944, Dr. Lowrey on the cover page of the Stettinius, Secretary of the Navy, speaking about the progress of the submarine fleet and the impact of the war on the nation's economy.

By Robert Tucker

OCT. 12 — Independently against the advice of the President, the Secretary of the Treasury, Dr. Henry Morgenthau, Jr., today announced his plan to reduce income tax rates by 50 percent.

OCT. 13 — Rent in Boston Arms lease arrangements will be increased to $500 per month.

OCT. 14 — Permits under the Emergency Price Control Act will be issued in the form of ration cards, with a limit of five items per month.

OCT. 15 — Pierre Level, an old student of the University, has been killed in Paris. War time delayed therapy three months. British medical team arrived at Stettinius' request to assist in the case.

OCT. 16 — MacArthur declares Japan's resistance to the invasion of the United States as a hopeless one. The emperor, General Douglas MacArthur, has ordered all his troops to prepare for a final battle.

OCT. 17 — Hungary declared a state of emergency, and martial law was imposed in the country. This action is expected to bring further unrest in the region.

OCT. 18 — Burma Arms in paroxysm of demonstration a d riot. Chaos seems to be the order of the day. The government has imposed a curfew in the region.
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A New College celebrates 26th Home-coming

College Celebrates 26th Home-coming

Speech Department Presents “Blithe Spirit” Scots Play Capital U. in Annual Event

Home-curing festivities begin this evening at 7 with an all-college pep rally. Led by the color band in uniform, the rally will feature a bonfire behind Hygiea Hall and climax a smoke dance down town.

"Blithe Spirit," an division of the American Radio Theatre, will be presented at the stage at 8:00 for its first performance.

All college Dance

Climaxes Week End

Home-curing week end will close with the annual Saturday dance from 11:30 to 1:30 in the college gym. The largest number of participants ever is expected.

Go to bed last night by midnight. This is the ap-pearance of the new members of the best cheer-leading squad.
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Home-curing week end will close with the annual Saturday dance from 11:30 to 1:30 in the college gym. The largest number of participants ever is expected.

Go to bed last night by midnight. This is the ap-pearance of the new members of the best cheer-leading squad.

By joyce jarman

"Blithe Spirit" Temple tonight, the usu-
al Home-comeing play, opens at 8:00 in Scott Auditorium. "Blithe Spirit," a modern comedy by Noël Coward, is in its early production as presented by the Stettinius School.

Future stars of the world will shine tonight as the college celebrates its Home-comeing with a full program of entertainment.

The program will feature a variety of events, including a marching band, a color guard, and a dance. The evening will climaxed with a fireworks display.

The college community is invited to attend and enjoy the festivities. This is a great opportunity to show our support for the college and to celebrate the spirit of Home-comeing.
One of the more pleasant ways to secure a college job is to have a phone in your pocket that is not only in order but also has an answering service. This has been the case with many of the students who have been in touch with us recently. As a result, they have been able to secure a position in their chosen field of work.

A number of the students have commented on the positive effect of having a phone in their pockets. They have stated that it has made it easier for them to communicate with their employers and clients. Additionally, having a phone in their pockets has allowed them to attend meetings and appointments without being disturbed by incoming calls.

The students who have been successful in securing jobs have also noted that having a phone in their pockets has helped them to be more productive and efficient. They have been able to stay connected with their employers and clients, which has allowed them to be more responsive to their needs.

Several students have also commented on the importance of having a phone in their pockets when they are away from home. They have stated that it has provided them with a sense of security and has allowed them to stay in contact with their friends and family.

Overall, the students who have been successful in securing jobs have found that having a phone in their pockets has been a valuable asset. They have been able to stay connected with their employers and clients, and have been able to manage their work more efficiently. As a result, they have been able to secure valuable positions in their chosen fields of work.
Woofter Depleted By Denison

On Saturday, October 15, a Dennison home-coming party of 2,000 saw in Big Red a 13-6 win. It was a day even more thrilling to all the sports fans than the game itself. This Saturday, however, a bad parson's sailor has been around. The parson was our standout in his best game for Win- ter, and his bad parson's sailor has played good. He took the entire first quarter even before that was too bad, since he could have been so much worse.

There is some doubt about who won at the start of the game, but soon we all know the outcome of the match. The game was not hard to win, but it was a good job of running last Saturday, and could very nicely take Parson's place. With Adair and Lofford missing from the lineup, Horven, Tarquino, and McAlpin ought to be showing their full value. Husband and Murray, the two-division, will be having, and this proves a major problem, but Sahib will be here to take over. Stalling will be missing, but Katharine and T. L. Lamb are capable of turning out the pens. Kerr, Brucker, and Grahame will still be here, and the situation is not altered much. In the backfield, Lofford, Hames, Miles, McNeil, Mccabe, Poole, and Carr can be counted on. So, if we look at the situation as it is, we will find that Woofter has as good a chance to win as ever. The only trouble is that you can expect things from the football team, and the season has had this one. They have been playing unusually well all year and should keep it up in the future.

Turning now to baseball, which is a dead sport at this time of the year, there are still a few interesting notes which might be gathered up.

The Pittsburgh Pirates are still in the lead, and a long time there was a lot of talk about a coming Pirouette from Pittsburgh. But perhaps it isn't true, and it hasn't been for quite as much as we expected. The set Secretary, Morin, has been pretty good, and the best thing to do would be to get a new manager. Then, too, Fowles, with his first string of his own last year, has won his last game. With the rise of his quick temp, well, the Pirates are not yet in as good shape as they were not so long after when we now realize our first string. Very few changes can be expected this year. He won't be improved to the point where his main task is to build up the team.

As for the New York Yankee, even a general manager has said that he was through because of injuries and a bad parson's sailor. Mr. Phil announced that McCallister had retired from the game.

It is probably thought by many that the St. Louis Cardinals who will win the pennant next year. It is hard to believe in the National League that they will be so far back. The managers have to have the best of the over under the over. The first game is expected back from the services of Ernie White, Horven, Keeler, Bock, Grahame, Mungar, Max LSU, Howard K. John, Libby, and Murray Dickson. Walker Cooper is rated as the best pitcher in both leagues. Tommy, first baseman, Dusty, manager, Henry Walker, and Jimmy Brown, Mart, Veres, KERRAN, Corridors, Sut- ter, and most of the other backs. Probably no team has ever shown such an array of skill.

WooFTER AND CAPITOL MEET AT HOME-COMING

With Woofter coming-day on Saturday the Woofter Scots took to a heavy Capital University team for their first triumph. Capital University has triumphed in the two games that they have played so far. They were won by Makemson 13 to 0, and Kenton 11 to 0. It will be hard for any parson's team that Woofter has played and will play this Saturday. The Capital team is made up of almost entirely the returned men. Ten members of their first team and their probable starting eleven. With several downs to go, Nichols, on the fourth, finally ran through his left tackle to make the score: 13-6. Ladd was unable to convert.

Later in the third quarter, Makemson intercepted a well thrown from the Scots for the second touchdown. With several downs to go, Nichol's second, finally ran through his left tackle to make the score: 21-6. Ladd was unable to convert. Coming back in the second half, Nichols, with a 13 point defender, looked like a rejuvenated parson's team. Ladd kicked off to the 5 yard line where where Ornstein took it to the 28. After four downs, Ornstein punted, and Ornstein, receiving on his own. Nichols headed for 38 yards before he was brought down. From this time, Nichols was unable to put the brakes on the Scots until they picked up 6 yards. Nichols took the ball to the 21 for a first down. At this point, Nichols, running back to the 14, passed to Katharine who reached the 7 yard line for another touchdown. It will be easy, they have two seniors, two juniors, and three sophomore students. Joe Kelm, a star wrestler, who plays left tackle on the defense and right tackle on the offense is their quarterback. He is a big rugged halfback playing in a strong, hard team. They have a fair full back in Paul Klyper.

Women's Athletics

With the Woofter football season well underway and it should be quite difficult for the Woofter football team to get back to the game. The Woofter football team is expected to play the football team of the Capital University and will be up against a tough Capital University team. The Capital team is made up of nearly all the returned men. Ten members of their first team and their probable starting eleven. With several downs to go, Nichols, on the fourth, finally ran through his left tackle to make the score: 13-6. Ladd was unable to convert. Coming back in the second half, Nichols, with a 13 point defender, looked like a rejuvenated parson's team. Ladd kicked off to the 5 yard line where Ornstein took it to the 28. After four downs, Ornstein punted, and Ornstein, receiving on his own. Nichols headed for 38 yards before he was brought down. From this time, Nichols was unable to put the brakes on the Scots until they picked up 6 yards. Nichols took the ball to the 21 for a first down. At this point, Nichols, running back to the 14, passed to Katharine who reached the 7 yard line for another touchdown. It will be easy, they have two seniors, two juniors, and three sophomore students. Joe Kelm, a star wrestler, who plays left tackle on the defense and right tackle on the offense is their quarterback. He is a big rugged halfback playing in a strong, hard team. They have a fair full back in Paul Klyper.

Capital women's football team is made up of nearly all the returned men. Ten members of their first team and their probable starting eleven. With several downs to go, Nichols, on the fourth, finally ran through his left tackle to make the score: 13-6. Ladd was unable to convert. Coming back in the second half, Nichols, with a 13 point defender, looked like a rejuvenated parson's team. Ladd kicked off to the 5 yard line where Ornstein took it to the 28. After four downs, Ornstein punted, and Ornstein, receiving on his own. Nichols headed for 38 yards before he was brought down. From this time, Nichols was unable to put the brakes on the Scots until they picked up 6 yards. Nichols took the ball to the 21 for a first down. At this point, Nichols, running back to the 14, passed to Katharine who reached the 7 yard line for another touchdown. It will be easy, they have two seniors, two juniors, and three sophomore students. Joe Kelm, a star wrestler, who plays left tackle on the defense and right tackle on the offense is their quarterback. He is a big rugged halfback playing in a strong, hard team. They have a fair full back in Paul Klyper.
Hartman Odyssey

(Harnoted from Page 1)

Hartman, his wife and son, left for America.

One day he was contacted by

Dorothy, who got him the representation

for South America and he flew to his first

Latin America. Ponce continued to
day in his fahrs and after

four years in Mexico he and his family

met three immigration visas issued.

Now he was able to retire from

traveling and enter to full work. Philosophy, while teaching

at the University of Pennsylvania,

he had studied at a

Northeastern University and he

was able to continue his working.

His name is George P. L. Finken,

in the midst of Language:

A Field-Theoretical Approach to

Dialogues

Dr. Hartman believes that ethos should be

read as an exact science, as

certain as physics or mathematics and

the whole experience of

Germany in the few past
generations is in fact a giant laboratory, in

which can be seen the workings of good and

evil.

In addition to the impressive list

of accomplishments a host of Dr.

Hartman also plays the viol, is

interested in photography, and is

a life member in the Episcopal Church.

Mrs. Hartman was a professional

dancer and represented in

the few new generally living her
talent in the form of

a novel called "Finnish Webers"

by helping with the

composition...-

MIGRANTS PLEASE NOTE

Don Shaw, Migration Director,

has posted lists in the

dentistry students, for

those who want to go in the

chamber of commerce.

Baldwin-Wooster game

Friday, Sept. 27. R.B. ticket

will be $1.25.

Dean Announces Awards in Chapel; Names Seven New Phi Beta Kappas

Recognition of superior achievement

for 17 college students high

in the chapel program on Oct.

Seven seniors have been
decided to Phi Beta Kappa membership

and the other ten were

awarded.

The atmosphere was set by Dean

Turner with an address, "Poule d'Oeufs of the Turtles." Mary Z. Johnson,

local profusion of political science

and president of Wooster's Phi

Beta Kappas chapter, then

forwarded a few recently-elected

members. These were carded by

Card Gordon, Robert Kessel, Mary

Perry.

Senate Requests

(Continued from Page 1)

Dean Turners, Mr. Ron, and Mr.

Green; and six members of the faculty (Notice the odd number) for this year;

the vote to abolish the announce-

ment trio, the three opposing the discontinuing being those of

Dr. Loney, Mr. Craig, and a student member. Three of the

faculty members and students did not attend the meeting.

This decision was taken be-

cause the Senate Monday evening at which this time organization was

sent to the Phi Beta Kappa Committee of

the city council. Student

about the matter. See

Jug Wagon, Bob Agrone, Aroneta and Mr. Bare, the

Phi Beta Kappas president is yet to be

SMART STATIONARY

Plain and Colored Air Mail - Floral Notes

95c - $1.50

The Gift Corner

PUBLIC SQUARE

8:00 F.M. - "Blithe Spirit" Scott Auditorium

11:30 F.M. - "Fiddler on the Roof" Scott Auditorium

2:15 P.M. - Capital University vs. Wooster... Stadium

3:30 P.M. - "Requiem for a Nun," Pinckney, Auditorium

4:00 F.M. - "Blithe Spirit" Scott Auditorium

8:10 F.M. - "Dance of Death," Gymnasium

SUNDAY

11:00 A.M. - Homecoming Church Service,... Westminster President Emorris Charles F. Wyward

Wool Sport Shirts

We have an ample supply of

all wool and part wool shirts.

Beautifully tailored, custom
type details, built up two ways only-

$10.00 Wool

$7.95 $9.95

Part wool and part rayon

$4.95 to $6.95

Rick Dawson

Chairman

MORRISON'S

Better Barbers

South East Corner Public Sq.

"Conflict"

"Conflict"

WOOLOSS THEATER

FRIDAY - SATURDAY

Johnny Worden

"Tarzan and the Amazons"

Sunday

10:00 A.M. - "Tarzan and the Amazons"

Laudry

ELLWOOD'S EDITION

"Our Vines Have Tender Grapes"

TUES., WED., THURS.

Humphrey Bogart
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